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SOMEPHASESOF MODERNPHILOSOPHY.

By Eli K. Price.

{Bead before tJie American FhilosopJdc Society, January oth, 18T2.)
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"I am a brother to dragons, and a companion to owls." So Job was-

constrained to say in the hour of liis great afflictions : so otlicrs now say

induced only by speculative philosophy.

The tendency of mncli of the modern natural and physical philosophy

is to degrade our humanity, and to disx:)cnse with the belief of a Creator.

Delvers in a si)ecial field arc not content to exhibit what they find for the

use of those who are farther advanced and prepared to take a broader

siirvey from a more elevated height; but they theorize and make their

inductions from facts too few and inade(iuate for the conclusions drawn.

The result cannot be truth, but error. Theories so built are raised to be

quickly thrown down. They are the least fit to survive in the struggles

of science.

AU carefully observed and true facts philosophy must receive and

register for her legitimate uses. But if i)hilosophcrs be not certain of the

truth of facts, and have not all that are requisite for truthful conclusions,

they violate the fundamental canon of philosophizing : they necessarily

land in error, and bring reproach and ridicule upon philo30i)hers and

philosophy. Much labor and expense of printing are wasted, while stu-

dents arc misled, science is obstructed, and it is made necessary for the.

lovers of truth in the next to correct the errors of this generation.

I. The first subject to which I would now ask your attention is tliat of

Spontaneous Generation. Dr. Erasmus Darwin had, at the close of the

last century, ascribed to Natui^e the pOAver of spontaneous generation ;.

and thus concludes :

" Hence, without parent, by spontaneous birth,

Kise the first specs of animated earth
;

From Nature's wombthe plant or inject swims,

And buds or breathes, with microscopic limbs."

[The Temple of Kature}.

"Organic life beneath the shoreless waves

AVas burn, and nurs'd in Ocean's pearly calves.''— [Ihid].

But he had the imagination of the poet; and his imagination some-

times assumed his facts.

There is a present effort to go a step further, and prove that life can

be prodnced by man from matter, without prox:»agation from other life ;...

and if you add to this the theory of evolution, by which all complicated

life is derived from first simple forms, we have two theories, which, taken

together, will account for all life, witliout a Creator. There are, however,

certain things, like perpetual motion, so contrary to nature, as not to be-.

credible. The fact of spontaneous generation has not yet been satisfac-
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torily proved ; and, it is believed by those best enabled to form a correct

opinion, will never be proved. The life produced by tlie experimenter

is, no doubt, but a process of developing seeds or spores, or of hatching

eggs, that exist invisibly in the atniosi>here, and within the tube used in

the experiment, and from which they had not been perfectly expelled.

And well it is that life is not, and cannot be, spontaneous, for, if noxious,

and no law of reproduction restrained the increase, there could then be

no hope of its effectual extermination ; but, if depending upon parental

production, when you destroy the parents, you destroy the pestiferous

succession. This was the basis of the confidence of Pasteur in his suc-

cessful I'esearches and efforts to find out and destroy the parasite that

destroyed tlie silk-worms in France.

It is also the hope of mankind to escape contagious diseases, that pro-

ceed from germs that ever re-producc the same disease, be it small-pox,

scarlet fever, or cholera, or otlier plague, for the spread of which the cor-

rupted air bcconrcs the fitting propagating medium.
If new generation were possible, there would result confusion ; it should

be bound by no rule if not produced in the course of nature ; there could

never then be scientific classification into genera and si^ecies, and all order

and harmony would become impossible. It is a necessary ordination of

the Author of nature that generation should come from a living parent-

age, and that j^arcnts should ever produce their like. Such we know to

be nature's procedure. Sucli process must proceed by law, that the pro-

geny shall be like their parearts, and of different sexes, and such law and

such sure observance of law, imply an intelligent Creator, who never

ceases to watch over his creation. Life has been on the earth in countless

forms, and in infinito multitudes, through nearly all the geological forma-

tions from water depositioUj and ever since ; but none of that life has

been thought to be spontaneous, except in the ininginationof the poet, or

of the fanciful theorist. All except tlie first of each kind, for which we
infer a Creator, came by generation, from parental germs and ova, as we
must believe from observation ; or by fission, which but subdivides life

and thereby multiplies it. It is, however, now announced in this age of

great discoveries that man can produce life where no life was.

Dr. Bastian has made numerous experiments and written a book on

"The Modes of Origin of Lowest Organisms," and believes that he has

produced them de novo, *' independently of pre-existing living matter."

But his book makes necessary admissions that must go far, if not quite,

to destroy his theory. All the living organisms which he produced had
been before known as existing in the course of nature, and had been

named. They are called Bacteria, Torulce, Vibi'ones, Leptothrix. But
why were these, and but these, produced, unless they had a parentage

through germs containing life ? Why not something new ? Certaiidy

these were not new creations of life, but something re-produced that had

before their given law ; and it is easier for the scientific mind to believe

that the parental germs had not been removed by the experimenter, than

that he had witnessed a new production of life. This view is well con-
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finned by this statement of the author: '^Bacteria, Tondce, or other livmg

things whicli may have been evolved de novo, when so evolved, multiply

and reproduce just as freely as organisms that have been derived from

parents," p. 3. Now what living thing or creature in all nature ever

has propagated, or can propagate its kind, except it has inherited that

power from a living parent? From the beginning it has been that the

grass, or herb, and fruit tree, *' whose seed is in itself," has yielded

"fruit after his kind;"' and the living creatures have " brought forth

abundantly after their kind," and only so have they replenished the earth.

Professor Tyndall'^ article ''Dust and Disease," is commended to the

student who would learn how all pervading in the air of London arc the

seeds of life and of disease. {Fragments of Science, 277.)— Stating the

result of experiments, he says, "The whole of the visible particles float-

ing in the air of London rooms being thus proved to be of organic origin."

(p. 270j) "The air of our London rooms is loaded with this organic dust

;

nor is the country air free from its presence." (p. 285.) And hence, no

doubt, the ova were hatched by Dr. Eastian, or the germs made to grow.

Sir AViiliam Thomson in his recent address, as President of the British

Association, (Nature, August 3, 1871,) adds his authority to that of the

opponents of spontaneous generation. "Science brings a vast mass of

inductive evidence against this hypothesis of spontaneous generation, as

you have heard from my predecessor, (Professor Huxley,) in the presiden-

tial chair. Careful enough scrutiny has, in every case, up to the present

day, discovered life as antecedent to life. Dead matter cannot become

living without coining under the influence of matter previously alive.

This seems to me as sure a teaching of science as the law of gravitation."

-)fr * * "I confess to being deeply impressed by the evidence put before

us by Professor Huxley, and I am ready to adopt, as an article of scien-

tific faith, true through all space and all time, that life proceeds from

life, and nothing but life. " Tet he, so true and wise in this induction,

did not close that same address without falling into an egregious blunder,

eliciting instant dissent and derisive laughter, followed by the universal

condemnation of the scientific press. He too would dispense with a

Creator, at least, on tliis planet, for he made the suggestion that the first

life came to our world by a falling Aerolite, though it came fused by heat

!

But that was only to transfer creation to another planet. This suggestion

of course committed the learned President to the extremes of the evolu-

tionary tlieory, was to say that from such life as could be borne hither by

an aerolite all other life on earth has come and been developed upwards

to man. Of this theory let us next speak, but first pausing to declare

our faith that life came only from God, and by Him alone is ever protected

and preserved.

II. The theory of evolution as announced, seems to have been carried

to an extravagant extreme. Its agencies are chiefly two : natural selec-

tion, and sexual selection. The life that is best fitted to endure will live

the longest ; and the weakest will soonest perish ;
and that which man

..takes best care of and most propa.gates is most likely to live in perpetuity,
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while that -which lie destroys, because hurtful, is most likely to perish;,

and this is natural selection, and to a limited extent, it is obvious to all.

Tlie sexual selection is that which the male or female makes Avhen mating.
The latter influence can have no i-)lace in the vegetable kingdom, for in

it there is no will to exert selection ; and there is very little of it, indeed,

below man in the animal kingdom ; for what female is there in it, unre-
strained by man that finds not her sufficing mate, be she beautiful or

plain? Nature is not checked in her purpose of multiplication, when
free, for want of masculine co-operation, for it supcrabounds. The seeds
of life are always superabundant. All the fanciful writing upon this

subject, the motives for the mating of birds and quadrupeds, by the
attractions of symmetry and beauty of plumage or color, seem quite unim-
portant : where all mate sexual selection effects nothing. The real check
to increase comes from want of food, severity of climate, disease, and
enemies, which spare not symmetry or beauty, and not from any failure

to be selected,

Nothing is more certain, however, than that as far as man exercises-

a dominion, by the culture of plants and breeding of animals, he does
greatly increase some in numbers and quality, and he diminishes others.

-

He practices great partially. The ilowers and fruits, and vegetables and
grains that best i>lease and nourish him, he will most cultivate, and
destroy all things that most obstruct their growth. The birds, fowls and
animals that are most useful and please him best, he also breeds and
greatly multiplies, and he destroys their enemies. The cattle on a thous-
and hills are justly for its use, because they are bred and fed by himself

to do his labor and be his food
; and his care and skill make it sure that

they shall be the best fitted for his purposes. And this is also called'

natural selection
;

although it is the result of man's skill exerted upon
nature and the laws that govern nature. Its effect is great, but is not
unlimited, and is subject to reversal when man ceases to exert his care

and skill.

There is truly a law of nature in propagation, that each species, and'

each pair of individuals shall produce a progeny like themselves. Man
selects the parental pairs of the qualities he desires, and his hopes are

seldom disappointed. He repeats the process until he arrives at the-

highest perfecbion in view that is attainable ; hence our deet race horses,,

our strong drauglit horses
; and also our finest breeds of cattle and sheep,

selected with a view to their qualities for milking, clip of wool, or beef,

or mutton. Thus the wild animals are inestimately improved ! And so

with these and other purposes, and the large indulgence of a capricious

fancy, have pigeons, poultry and dogs been improved, or greatly changed '

in their varieties, until it is made a question whether such variations have
not been carried to the length of making new species. The success of

"

such proceeding has been made the basis of a theory so extreme, that it

at once threatens to destroy the classifications of science, and the religious- •

faiths of mankind. •.

It is, indeed, also true, that the like inheritable qualities exist in the:.-
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human .species, and if men and -svomen were as careful in mating, as men

are when breeding their liorses, cattle, sheep and pigs, to consider -whether

those they select are well endowed with bodily and mental perfections,

the physical and moral qualities of families might also be alike improved
;

though tlie unattractive among mankind woidd still not be disappointed

in the opportunity of mating, if tliey have the means of livelihood or

the ability to win it ; the want of which constitutes the most serious check

to matrimony and the increase of population. But mankind are neither

so careful in selecting what shall be the qualities of the father or mother

of their children, as farmers are of the pedigree of their stock
;

nor are

meii or womenso careful of their own training and feeding, and the preser-

vation of their health and beauty by temperance and exercise, so that they

are more derelict in duty to themselves than to their animals, and the

race has not been improved as it should have been. Yet, it may well be

questioned whether the human race is improved in the aggregate by sexual

selection, since generally men and women do marry, and since the women

who fail to marry from the absence of personal attraction, are probably

outnumbered by those whose personal attractions, combined with their

moral weakness, causes them to become the victims of " the social evil,"

of which sterility is one of the retributions. Yet the race, is undergoing

n constant physical and moral improvement ; but it proceeds from

Christian civilization ; a civilization that does believe in an ever-living

watchfid Creator, and that would suffer terrible relapse, if that belief were

lost. This is said on the proof of boundless facts.

If we consider the conditions of all life as found in nature, before man
began to reduce it to his dominion, and the methods of his procedure and

its results, just as the evolutionists have described^ we shall be able to

vnhie their scientific significance, and to test the truth of the theory

raised upon the narrated facts. Darwin in selecting liis illustrations says,

as to dogs and their various bi'ceds, "that some small part of the difference

is due to tlicir having descended from distinct species ;" "In regard to

sheep and goats I can form no decided opinion." The humped Indian

cattle have a different origin from the European cattle, which are supposed

"to have had two or three wild progenitors." "With respect to horses he

says, " I amdoubtfully incl ined to believe, in opposition to several authors,

that all the races belong to the same species." As to fowls, "it appears

to me almost certain that all arc descendants of the wild Indian fowl."

As to ducks and rabbits, "the evidence is clear that they are all descended

from the commonwild duck and rabbit." "Great as the differences are

between the breeds of pigeons, I am fully convinced that the common
opinion of naturalists is correct, namely, that all are descended from the

rock i3igeons."--DarAvin on Origin of Species, p. 30 to 35. ISTow what

is the import of this ? First, that by nature, or the Cause of nature, when

or wherever man has not interfered to modify, the demarcations of species

have been well and persistently defined. Through all the geological ages

and downward to the time present, the operations of nature, ^\]len let

alone were and are simple and true, without tendency to vai'iations, or
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acting under a power that ever corrected them. The wild progenitors

were without variations ; in that state new species were not formed by
process of variations

;
nor was there transition by gradual change from a

lower to higher species ; nor do geology and history aftbrd the x^roof of such

change, and the theory depends upon conjecture asserted against the

truth of our observations and just inferences, that nature has always

operated as we see her now do in those vast domains of ocean, mountain

and forest, that lie beyond the interference of man. With the living

ife of the oceans man can do nothing except slightly to diminish the

numbers of whales and fishes, and there the i:)rocesses of nature go on

without change ; and so has it ever been in the deep recesses of forest and

mountains yet unpenetrated by man, or, if the scientific adventurer has

penetrated, it has been to leave no trace of his power there. It has been

man only that has disturbed the truthful proceedings of nature ; modified

them for his own benefit.

Again, it is to be considered that all that man has done, he must forever

continue to do, otherwise nature will re-assert her dominion, and undo

all that man had done to mar, or pervert, or i:)erfect her works ;
and she

will restore them to their pristine simplicity. This we know she is always

doing, from abundant observations ; she makes hybrids unfruitful
;

her

ban forbids changes that shall endure ; the seedsman and gardener ever

watch their choice crops, fruits, vegetables and esculents, and must do so,

for they know well that nature ever resumes the attemx>t to ''cry back ;"

that is, to return to that condition from which the skill of man has forced

her to meet his own wants, or to please his fancy. AYho can reasonably

doubt that if man was to cease to be on the earth that his seeds, and es-

culents, fruits, and all domesticated animals would in process of time,

return to their natui-al conditions ? Human care and culture and pro-

visions ceasing, the antecedent causes of nature would again come into

exclusive operation ; and by her OAvn truthful observance of cause and

effect, the ancient condition of vegetable and animal life would be re-

stored as they were on the face of the earth. Without his stores of pro-

vision and provender and shelter, a single severe winter would cut his

before housed and sheltered vegetables and animals, by frost or starva-

tionj down to about the thirty-seventh degree of latitude ; and half the

variations that have grown up under the training hand of man might

perish at a blow. What man has achieved over living nature may, there-

fore, be considered as an artificial work of but temporary endui-ance. Dar-

win fully admits this when he says, "Natural selection is a power inces-

santly ready for action, and is as immeasurably superior to man's feeble

efforts as the works of nature are superior to art." lb. p. 70. When let

alone she elects to return to her original conditions.

Of the variation i^roduced by selection in breeding and the better care

of animals, Darwin says, "the key is man'si^ower of accumulative selec-

tion : Nature gives successive variations ; man adds them up in certain

directions useful to him. In this sense he may be said to have made for

himself useful breeds." Origin of Species, 40. But what does nature do

/
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Avhen man does not seize upon the offered variations to make them in-

heritable^ by bringing together two of different sexes with the like varia-

tions to become parents of a common like progeny, and afterw^ards pre-

serving only those which most strongly shew the desired variation? The
variation from one parent only would quickly fade out into the normal

character. Those having variations, Darwin says, "would during th3

first and succeeding generations cross with the ordinary form, and then

they would almost inevitably lose their abnormal character." lb. 53.

Nature, of herself, does not interi:)ose to seize upon and continue the occa-

sionally occuring variation. She does not select a mate of like variation
;

nor does she develop it to a higher perfection by training or better feed-

ing, and make it the special centre of a favored propagation. Natural

selection, unaided by man, must, therefore be of very limited influence,

if any, to^vurds establishing a change, wdiether to be called a variation or

a species ; while the change that is wrought by man, would, without his

continuing maintenance, revert to its normal condition much more rap-

idly than it was formed. Again variations left only to nature's care,

must be such as give increase of strength, otherwise they will die out

from- weakness as all monsters do, or breed out to the normal condition,

lb. 90, 108. The varieties of pigeons have been the products of man's

care for thousands of years ; but not one-half the eggs of the best short-

beaked tumbler-pigeons would be hatched "without his aid to break the

shell. lb. 38, 90. This shews them degenerate ; a pampered and failing

aristocracy ; Avho, left to themselves, in a state of nature, would quickly

die out.

And what is the result of the selection of nature even when most as-

sisted by man? Has it produced any new si)ecies? For more than three

thousand years before Christ, and ever since, there have been pigeon fan-

ciers who have taken infinite pains in their breeding. lb. 38. Darwin

says, "the diversity of the breeds is something astonishing." "A score

of pigeons might be chosen, which, if shown to an ornithologist, and he

were told they w^ere wild birds, would certainly be ranked by him as well

defined species." lb. 34. Yet are they such ? Darwin says, "the hy-

brids or mongrels from ail the domestic breeds of pigeons are perfectly

fertile. I can state this from my own observations, purposely made, on

the most distinct breeeds. Now it is difficult, perhaps impossible, to

bring forward one case of the hybrid offspring of two animals clearly dis-

tinct, being themselves perfectly fertile," p. 37. Now, if there w^ere a

possibility for nature and man together to crea.te new species, it should

have been in the instance of the long and general experiment with pigeons.

It has at most amounted to producing varieties, in shape and exterior

plumage and appearances, while by the truest test of inter-breeding the

nature of the creature is essentially unchanged. It is probable that the

truth is the same as to dogs, horses, European cattle and fowls, except

as disx^arity in size has rendered the same test of intcr-goneration to a

large extent, impracticable. Surely, then, that law which the Creator

has so emphatically imposed upon His creation. He has not himself vio-
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lated, in carrying on all His living creation from simple to higher forms
through infinite processes of generation. He who has forbidden the con-
founding of nearly allied species, cannot be taken to have carried on the
processes of generation, in violation of the ban against the confusion of
species, and in disregard of all the classifications science has adopted from
the study of creation, only the better to describe and understand tliat

creation. On the contrary, it is to be taken that generation has no part
in the work of creation

; but has only her assigned duty, under regulative
laws, to propagate creatures of the same species, of two sexes, to repro-
duce a progeny like lurto themselves. All that we can s.c muI know of
creation brings us to such conclusion. To create is one thing, and to
propagate in the parental likeness another. The propagator but fulfills an
assigned instinct that is essentially imperative, except as man is self-re-

strained by over-ruling moral considerations. His function is a very
liznited one. The inception of new life, its gestation and growth, and the
measure of that growth are the work of that Higher Life or Being, that
is, the Giver of all life, as we must logically infer ; for every effect must
have its adequate Cause.

The great distinctions of classes, orders, genera and species, as the
proofs stand in geology, history, monuments and living nature, have ever
remained unchanged and unobliterated

; while variations within species,
have been permitted for obviously good uses to man. The mules that he
breeds do him good service, but mules are not permitted to ])reed mules.
A theory that would permit a varying generatioii ^o thwart this grand
order of life, and that would traverse all these classes, orders, genera and
.species by violations of the ban we know to forbid hybrids to breed, wo

.
may simply set down as contrary to nature and impossible, and such
theory demands the clearest and most indubitable proofs, none of which
have been adduced.

The theory is wholly illogical and inlierently inconsistent with itself.
The whole drift of the theory is to make generation build up all created
life, with one or a few exceptions, without a Creator. But why any ex-
ception? Only that there shall be a starting point in life; that there
shall be an incipient generator in this mighty process. But this earliest
life must have had a Creator, and the capacity to generate life through all
kinds must have come from a Creator

;
yet this theory demands none, at

the begnniing, or in any stage of progression, but it obviously pro-
ceeds upon the ground that generation will suffice for all life, and that
life needs no Creator. Yet there is an overruling power, without which
generation could not proceed, without whom tliere would be no ban

-against confusion, and without whomthe required difference of sex w^ould
not come into being in the requisite proportion. The reasonable inference
to be made is, that as a Creator was required for the first life demanded
by the Darwinian theory, and for all its processes of generation and the
after preservation of all creatures born, the same Creator would him-
self create all the creatures that share his protection, in all their various
species, and do so as the world was prepared for them, and w^as of the

y
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temperature and had the food they required. The first creatures had a
delegated power of generation

; hut nothing in nature has shown that
they had a mission to carry on creation to higher levels either of physical
structure, or moral excellence, or of intellectual powder.

The wdiole theory is built ui:ion chance variations from the normal
course of nature, occurring at very long intervals of time. It is there-

fore, presumably, not the method by which the Creator has built up crea-

tion, from one or a few of simplest forms of life, into all the elaborate
classification in which wc now behold it. Thus, Darwin says, "Katural
selection acts only by taking advantage of slight successive variations

;

she can never take a sudden leap, but must advance by short and sure,

though slow, steps." lb. 100. ^' New variations are very slowly formed,

for variation is a slow process, and natural selection can do nothing until

individual difterences or variations occur, and until a place in the natural

polity of the country can be better filled by some modification of some
one or more of its inhabitants." lb. 171. Wehave seen that the help

that man can give to promote such variations is very limited, and that

what he effects would soon relapse wuthout his continuing maintenance,,

and remain but a variety, and result in no new species ; what else but na-

ture, then, when man is not co-operating, is to "take advantage of the

slight successive variations ?'
' And what does she do ? If but one parent

has the variation it will very soon run out in the generative process.

This Mr. Darwin readily admits, and candidly stands corrected by the
North British Keview, \Yhile monster variations seldom live any length
of time. lb. 93. Thus the aberrations of nature are so few and far be-
tw^een, and so soon to disappear, as to afford no adequate ground for the
change of any species, much less sufilce to produce all the classes, orders,

genera, and species, into which science has arranged all living things,

from one or a few^ primary simple types. Nature is, indeed, slow to make
enduring changes, but quick to correct her errors. If jostled in her
processes, she does not make the imperfect product tlie basis of her
further w^ork to enlarge and perfect her systems of life, that all provided
food should have its fitting consumers. Nature is ever truthful and casts,

aside all lier products that have been marred upon her wheel, and uses
most those wduch come most perfect from her hand, and thus her pro-
gress is ever steady, or is improvement towards her best standard of eacli

created species, under favoring circumstances ; but is degradation where
unfavorable, or man violates the law of his well-being. This is confi-
dently said after such general survey as all who are intelligent may make,
—all who will lift up their eyes and behold the operations of all living
creation, or read the geological records,— not looking too constantly
downward with limited vision as wedded to pre-conceived theory.

Darwin admits the dearth of facts to sustain his theory, and enters into
explanations wdiy they are not foimd. Tie says :

" To sum up, I believe
that species come to be tolerably well-defined objects, and do not at any
one period present an inextricable chaos of varying and ijitermcdiato
1-inks

; first, because new varieties are very slowly formed, for variation is.

A. r. s. —VOL. xn
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a slow process, and natural selection can do notliing until favorable indi-

vidual differences or variations occur." lb. 171. But if all tlie classes,

orders and species come from one or two original and simple forms of

life, tliere sliould be everywhere and constantly found intermediate tran-

sition links, at different stages of progress towards tlie new species, and

presenting an inextricable chaos. This result is parried by the argument

that the process is so slow that it is not seen. The more obvious con-

clusion would seem to be that this transitional process, or " inextricable

chaos," are not seen because never happening. And Darwin candidly

states (lb. 173), '' Here, as on other occasions, I lie under a heavy disad-

vantage, for, out of the many striking cases which I have collected, I can

give only one or two instances of transitional habits and structures in

closely allied species of the same genus, and diversified habits, either

constant or occasional, in the same species. And it seems to me that

nothing less than a long list of such cases is sufficient to lessen the diffi.-

€ulty in any particular case like the last." The difficulty was to conceive

how an insectiverous quadruped could possibly have been converted into

a flying bat. But it should seem this would occasion small difficulty to a

theorist who could believe that bats and elephants and man himself,

sprang from an ascidian, a radiate, or trilobite, or some other early sim-

ple form of life. He, in such case, becomes too carefully scrupulous for

his own theory ; and he further conscientiously says (p. 198), "we have

seen in this chapter how cautious we should be in concluding tliat the

Biost different habits of life could not graduate into each other
;

that a

bat for instance, could not have been formed by natural selection from

iin animal which could only glide through the air." Let us observe his

wise caution, and doing so we must reject his theory. He gives no ijroofs

that justify his conclusions.

Again, Mr. Darwin is constrained to excuse geology for affording his

theory but little support. Too few fossil specimens have been obtained
;

too many creatures have perished and lefL no likeness in the rocks. He
says, "although geological research has undoubtedly revealed the former

existence of many links, bringing numerous forms of life much closer

together, it does not yield the infinitely many fine gradations between

past and present species required on the theory ; and this is the most

obvious of the many objections which may be urged against it." lb. 415,

But he does not adequately answer this seemingly well founded objec-

tion. He excuses himself by the paucity of facts. Then it may be asked

why has the theory been propounded before adequate facts have been

gathered? Philosophy reserves the privilege of reprimandhig her vota-

ries who built their theories upon insufficient facts
;

and truth compels

her to censure unsparingly. They are not permitted to indulge the am-

bition of theorizing before they have collected adequate materials for

their edifice. Darwin has ranged widely and observantly the realms of

nature, and w^c follow him interestedly ; but he seems at fault in making

Ills inductions from the facts he has learned ;
lias built on an inadequate

foundation ; has made small things important, and overlooked the full

4
t
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import of the great. If his theory were true, the facts for its support
. should exist by millious, and by billions. That his researches have not
produced the facts he wanted, makes them tell more strongly against

him. If all living life, and all that has been, came from first simple forms
by slow changes, through all being up to tlie classes, orders, genera and

V species that we find in existence, and to liave existed through all the geo-

logical eras, then intermediate links should have been endlessly abundant,
and if but a liuudredth part of the fossil kinds had been exhumed, they
should necessarily have revealed tlie wanted evidence ; living nature should
also have abounded in ample testimony, by endless and inextricable con-

.fusion. To reacli existing results, the process of change being gradual,

the transition creatures should have teemed in myriad forms, other than
is now seen in fossil or in life.

But why, if there was such immensity of transition as to account for

the astounding changes wrought ; why, if such endless variations were
started in nature casually, or by chance, without reason or motive ; how

-came nature to act so wisely as to bring order out <:*f confusion and chaos,

and on that order to take her stand mort^ firmly than the mountains ? In

the transitional steps towards all the forms that have existed, of every

^shape and size from the little Rhizopod, Ascidian, Trilobite or Radiate,

at the bottom of the ocean, up to the whale, mastodon and man, during

an assumed necessary unimaginable length of time
;

how was all life so

marslialed and placed as science noAV finds nnd arranges it, and finds it

ever resistant of all change ? Intelligence and will, even then, must have

..governed the proceeding and guided its purpose so that all should live

and not work confusion. That Intelligence that could do so much in

ruling nature, and could create the earliest life, surely could proceed more
directly and without disorder, to create the kinds and species for whom
that same Intelligence had provided the land, air, water and food, upon,

in and by which they should all live, in congenial habitLilion. Cut Darwin
never recognizes that Being a,s essential to his theory : Ko ! the theory

makes nature herself a substitute for God. Her forces it was, that from

"time to time jostled all creatures into slight variations, and then she her-

self selected the best chance-products of a capricious generation and con-

tinued them, and perfected witliout intending to perfect them, and tlie

life of the weak and monstrous was extinguished, merely because not fit-

est to survive. If nature has such power over us and ours, and all living,

shall we not impersonate and worship her as our deity ? Men did do this,.

in various forms, but it was before science and revelation had dethroned

^the heathen deities. They are not likely to be restored to the worship of

anankind, and thoughtful men. generally believe in one supreme God.

And why has there been any limit to classes, orders, genera and species ?

And why has the growth of each and all creatures had their normal limit ?

Certainly by some intelligent Power that ruled over what are called the

forces of nature. Why cannot the naturalist more frequently elevate his

views to recognize an Intelligence, without whomall that he studies, him-

•self included, can have little significance, or philosophy any worthy or
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consistent foundation ? God's order is the source of all science and philoso-

phy. But Darwin neither acknoAvlcdges nor denies the ruling of the

Deity ; ho invokes not His aid in the processes of nature
;

nor yet does he

deify nature, hut says this of her : "It is difacult to avoid personifying

the word nature ; hut I mean hy nature, only the aggregate action and

product of many laws, and hy laws the sequence of events as ascertained

by us." It is obvious that the effect of the theory is displacement of God

from His works and from the mind of the naturalist. But the laws of

nature could not exist without nature had a Creator, and law a Law

Maker. Darwin admits that the '
' highest intellects that have ever lived,

'

'

have believed 'Hhere exists a Creator and lluler," but his theory makes

no account of Him. He woiild make nature Godless.

While Darwin's theory undertakes to rise from a few simple flrst forms

of life to higher and more complicated, he denies any purpose of a designer

to perfect his works, or any general tendency hi nature to do so. He says,

*'whatcvermay bo thought of this view, in none of the foregoing cases

do the facts, as far as I can judge, afford any evidence of the existence of

an innate tendency towards perfectibility or progressive development.'

lb. 132. The variations spring from individuals ;
but from what cause or

with what purpose is not explained. The mass of the species remained

unchanged, and so live on through many geological periods. He says,

'^Geology tells us that some of the lowest forms, as the infusoria and rizo-

pods have remained for an enormous period in nearly their present state."

lb. p. 123. '
' I believe that many lowly organized forms now exist through-

out the world, from various causes. In some cases, variations or individual

differences of a favorable nature may never have arisen for natural selec-

tion to act on and accumulate. In no case, probably, has time sufficed for

the utmost possible amount of development. In some few cases there has

been what we must call retrogression of organization.
'

' p. 134. All, there-

fore, has come from chance individual variations. Thus all higher life,

man included, has been lifted up, by chance-coming variations, generated

in the lowest and lower forms of animal life, without purpose, design, or

Designer : though the result is the exalted being man !

I make this statement with due care : He says, as to the mode of

transition, " there is no reason to doubt that the swim-bladder has been

converted hito lungs, or an organ used exclusively for respiration. Accord-

ing to this view it may he inferred that all vertebrate animals with true

lungs have descended by ordinary generation from an ancient and unknown

prototype, which was furnished with a floating apparatus or swim-blad-

der." lb. 183. This does not except the vertebrate man. He insists upon

placing man hi the order Quadrumana ;
says, ''If man had not been his

own classifier, he wordd never have thought of founding a separate order

for his own reception." 1 Descent of Man, 183. He further says, ''we

will now look to man as he exists ;
and we shall, I think, be able partially

to restore during successive periods, but not in due order of time, the

structure of our early progenitors. This can be effected by means of the

rudiments which man still retains, by the characters which occasionally
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make their appearance in liim, tlirouglr reversion, and by tlie aid of the

principles of inorphology and embryology. The early progenitors of man
were no doubt once covered with hair, both sexes ha^'ing beards ; their ears

were pointed and capable of movement, and their bodies were provided

with a tail, having the proper muscles. Their limbs and bodies were

..also acted on by many muscles which now only occasionally re-appear,

but are normally present in the quadrumana." -^ '^ "The foot, judg-

ing from the condition of the great toe in the fostus, was then prehensile
;

and our progenitors, no doubt, were Arboreal in their hal)itR, frequenting

some warm forest clad land. The males were provided with great canine

teetli, which served them as formidable weapons." lb. 198. ''Inaseries of

- forms graduating insensibly from some ape-like creature to man as he

now exists, it would be impossible to fix on any defmite point when the

term 'man' ought to be used." lb. 33G. That is, when he ceased to

be monkey and became man, by physical transformation. Mr. Darwin

has not attempted to sliow us in geology, iu liistory or in life, a man at

the point of transition, or to imagine or describe what lie could be, or

what the essentials to the change ; nor any creature yet in the process of

trasformation.

Thus, it is distinctly avowed that man was the result of this theory of

evolution, and that his ancestor was an ape ; whose ultimate progenitor

was some trivial form of life in the bottom of the ocean. Thus by

• chance-begotten variations in the process of generation, all the million

forms of life, in all their infinite distinctions, liave been formed.

Thus, through an instinct which no creature but man ever controls

or disobeys, all living life has been • built up; nay, all created crea-

tures were, created, except some first simple form, which alone it has been

necessary for this theory to invoke, that there might be an inceptive

speck of life for the beginning of a process of variable generations. But

who gave this power to the first life and all later life to propagate such

variable generations? AVho created tlie sexes and the organs of genera-

tions? Whoprepared the germs of life in one sex to be called into being
' by the other? AYho gave the instinctive desire that starts gestation, and

made the progeny to share the likeness and qualities of both parents ?

Whogave the parental instinct of protection of offspring, and who the

requisite intelligence for their nurture? It is left fairly to be inferred

that a Creator coidd only make the first simple form, and not the later

higher life ; or that life first came and worked on spontaneously. How
could the creature of inferior instinct by generation create that which

evinces the intelligence of the bee, the ant, the beaver and the elephant?

The skill and polity of the bee, that made the ancients ascribe to her a

spark of the Divhie intelligence ? Mere physical changes could not ac-

count for all these, and yet less for the mind of man. The Intelligence

of instinct, and of jnind, are not conceivably the product of matter, spon-

i^aneously or generatively, but we must ascribe such endovpmcnt to Him
who could mnko the ant wiser than the human sluggard, who forfeits his

manhood and dignity ; to a Being infinitely superior in intelligence than
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tlie highest intellect. If God did not create all creatures and endow them.

with the hiAV of their being, why should lie have cared for them as we
perceive throughout all nature ? He who ascribes nothing to God does

not answer the question. The questions which our reason inevitably

asks give him no trouble. He is tempted to deify nature but owns no-

Deity.

There are, indeed, common necessities to all life, that would go further-

to indicate its unity than tlie "rudiments " searched out. All must live

upon the food that the earth, sea and air supply. All must have power of""

digestion and assimilation, and mostly have hearts, circulations, viscera^

tissues, nerves and brains. The vertebrates have also flesh and boiies*

Now, in all tliis, there is a greater basis of brotherhood in all animated

nature, than in the few small matters ux)on which the theoi'y in question is

built. That life in embryo shall start similarly, is as much to be expected

as that the digestion, circulation, secretions and excretions should go on

alike. But whatever be the incipient or embryolic resemblance, the

mature development is always truthful to the demarcations recognized

by the classifications of science. All that have nerves to feel are objects -

of kindness ; but there fraternity ends.

Now, what are the particular things enumerated that declare our

ancestors to have been apes? Here is the inventory of tliem in the

author's words :
" Some few persons have the power of contracting the

superficial muscles on their scalps :" 1 Descent of Man, 19. "One little

peculiarity in the external ear:" It is "a little blunt point projecting

from the inwardly-folded margin or helix," p. 21. "The nictitating-

membrane, or third eyelid :" which in man "exists, as is admitted by all

anatomists, as a mei-e rudiment, called the semilunar fold," p. 32-3. Of
the sense of smell in man, Darwin says: "No doubt he inherits the

power in an enfeebled, and so far rudimentary condition, from some
early progenitor, to whom it was highly serviceable and by whom it was -

continually used," j). 23. "Man diifers conspicuously from all the other

Primates in being almost naked : but a few short straggling hairs are

found over the greater part of the body in the male sex, and fine down
on that of the female sex." * * " There can be little doubt that

the hairs thus scattered over the body arc the rudiments of the uniform

hairy coat of the lower animals." p. 24. Andhcs<ays, "we nmst consider

the woolly covering of the foetus to be the rudimentary rex^rcscntative of"

the first permanent coat of hair in those mammalswhich are born hairy,

p. 25. "It appears as if the x^ostcrior molar or Avisdom-teeth were tend-

ing to become rudimentary in the more civilized races of man." p. 25.

*
' AVith respect to the alimentary canal, I have met with an account of only

a single rudiment, namely the vermiform apj>cndage of the ccGcum." V-

26. The foramen near the lower end of the humerus is said to be fouiul

in one per cent, of modern human skeletons, but much oftener anciently,
*

' one chief cause seems to be that ancient races stand somewhat nearer th an

modern races in the long line of descent to their remote animal-like pro-

genitors," p. 27-28. "The Os coccyx in man, though functionless as a-

?7
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tail, plainly represents this part in other vertebrate animals." p. 28. "It

is well known that in the males of all mammals, including man, rudimen-

tary mammaj exist." p. 30, which Mr. Darwin finds it "difficult to ex

plain on the belief of the separate creation of each species." Darwin

concludes this enumeration by saying, " The homological construction of

the w^hole frame in the members of the same class is intelligible, if we

admit their descent from a common progenitor, together with their sub-

sequent adaptation to diversified conditions. On any other view, tlio

similarity of pattern between the hand of a man or monkey, the foot of a

horse, the flipper of a seal, the wing of a bat, etc., is utterly inexplicable."

p.
31.' And this conclusion may be admitted, if w^e believe creation had

no Creator. But if all creatures had a Creator who endowed them with

power to generate their like, but forbade them to generate their unlike,

the explanation is clear, and makes that of Mr. Darwin wlioUy illogical.

Was structure so great ever raised on so narrow a foundation ! Indeed,

this small liasis for so tremendous a theory, necessarily brings into ques-

tion the author's logical powers, and causes thoughtful men to set down

much to personal idiosyncracy.

These rudimentary signs of man's relationship to the beast arc of small

things, indeed, but according to Darwin, of mighty significance : but to

commonapprehension of less account than the general functions common

to mammal life, and the approximation of form between the ape and

man
;

yet, all considered, leaving one a beast and tlie other an immortal

being.

Is it not competent for the Creator to employ similar physical structures

and functions in animals, and to give to all the benefits of adaptation to

the food they are designed to feed upon, the situations they are to occupy,

and the life they are intended to live, without making the one tlie oflspiiug

of the other ? He who intended the good of all, woTild give the good hi alt

to every species, so far as adapted to the welfare of each, and this we can

more logically believe than that the man, the monkey, the horse, the seal,

bat itc, have blood relationship through a common ancestor. It is not

a welcome belief that whether we eat "fish, fiesh or fowl," we are perpe-

trating a kind of cannibalism, by feeding on distant relatives, though tho

degree of relationship cannot be traced, even with the help of Mr. Darwin.

And can science dispense with a Creator? The votaries of science may

grope througli special investigations until they cease to see God in His

works. But just so far as they cease to see God as the author of Nature,

they seem to cease tt) understand the logic of creation, in its pei-vasive

features, wisdom and magniiicence. Yet this theory of a generated

creation, if it could be believed to be true or logical, must still be taken to

rest upon a Creator and an upholder of all nature, and of the Universe, while

it Avill not own Him as Author of all kinds of life. But life could not he,

nor generation, nor birth, nor growth without His instant sustentation.

And shall He not create His creation with all the distinctions of class,

order, genera and si^ecies as we behold it? He must have created this

earth, the sun that warms it, the air, water and food by wdiich all life
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must live : and He must have adapted all life to these conditions of nature

in which it is placed. He who would deny the Creator in any part of His

works must bo prepared to do so as to the whole. Whatever he the pur-

pose of the theory its tendency is to teach men not to believe in God or

their own souls.

The reader will, if he yield his belief in any dcgrecj reason thus, and

say, if I sprang from an almost senseless piece of pristine life ; if after

my ancestors ]jad arrived to the stage of evolution next preceding man,

they were no more than monkeys ; then, as I believe, these had no im-

mortal souls so have I not an immortal soul : If I only differ fi^om them

by reason of a luore perfect physical development, that of itself could

give me no claim to an immortal soul. If I sprang from the beast I must

die the death of the beast ! And this idea would be strengtJiened by the

Supposed possibility of a reversal of the px'ocess of evolution, under the

suspicion of wliich I would be brought ; for Darwin admits that although

the ancestral rudiments liavc become wholly suppressed for want of use,

*'they are nevertlieloss liable to occasional reappearance tluxjugh rever-

sion ; and this is a circumstance well worthy of attention." lb. 18. So,

indeed, it appears if man be not yet sure of remaining man
;

if he may
relapse to the ape, or become a new variety and be on the road to become

a new sx>ecies, let those look to the possible consequences who have an

extra finger or toe, or whose canines or last molars, or 'slightly pointed

ears, show kindred with the ape or donkey. If their descendants should

cease to be man, can they in law inherit a man's estate? If there was

such a transition ;ix>wards there may as likely be downwards. Whocan

tell what may be the freaks of nature, if nature be not in the keeping of

God ?

Mr. DarwiUj writing in support of his theory does not show the facts

that oppose that theory. He does not show^ the great difTerences

that exist between the species that he wouhl approximate. This is so

both when speaking of the physical structure and tlie mental powers.

Whenhe passes to the admitted great mental and moral disparity between

even the savage man and the most intelligent of the inferior animals, he

.advocates tlie cause of the latter, by stating what they do with their dele-

gated power of instinct, and that they also exhibit instances of a glim-

mering reason. He, however, makes no near approximation, and admits

the difference to be enormous though the comparison be made with the

lowest savage. 1 lb. o8, 07. The theory is really based but upon the

physical structure, otherwise the ;ipo would not have been selected as the

progenitor of man, but rather the bee or ant, the beaver, dog or elepliant,

who are far more sagacious than the monkey.

What do we now behold over the face of the earth ? Everywhere there

yet abound the animals through which man is imagined to have descended,

without having suffered variation or change, though exposed to the like

causes sui)poscd to have wrouglit tlieir fellows into man
;

and everywhere

men, savage or civilized, liave been dispersed over the earth, and have so

been without any evidence of material physical change, throughout ail

f
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tlie ages of their existence. Sui^clyj to do a\vay with this great fact, and

the further fact that all is now proceeding as it did from the dawn of

history, written or monuniontal, wc must, in the absence of all other facts,

except speculative inferences from very small things, called rudiments,

conclude that God made man in the image he now bears, physical and

mental, except as man has educated himself, as no other creature was

ever endowed ^\ith the capacity of doing. The great lines of demarcation

bet^veon the animal that has always followed only his assigned instinct,

iind the higher being that has always had power to invent and make the

forces of nature, and all other animals subservient to his uses, —to invent

language, writing, printing, and to indefinitely accumulate knowledge

and perfect his own character, —have always existed over the earth, side

by side, utterly incapable of fusion, and in extreme contrast, in their

most marked characteristics. Whenwe study by the microscope we are

not to disregard Ihe great things beheld by the unaided vision. If we

see the mote, ^vo must see the beam also.

So far I have but quoted from Darwin in relation to the theory of evolu-

tion. His simplicity and candor made it easy to answer him by his own

books. A writer in the Briti.^li Quai-terly, for October, 1871, appears to

have been assisted by microscopic observations, and says : "Almost every

tissue of the newt, frog, toad, and green tree-frog, has individual char-

acteristics of its own, which could be distinguished by one who was

thorongldy familiar witli the microscopic characters of the texture."

The ner^-e rd>res in every part of the body of the newt, differ in many
minute particulars from those of the frog." "In these animals not only

'do corresponding tissues exhibit peculiarities, but entire organs are

totally difTcreut." And he points out the dlil'erences. "Again, if we
take the skin of the four animals mentioned above, although it will be

^seen that there is a certain general agreement in structure to be recog-

-iiizcd, there is not a texture of the skin that is alilco in them all, " and the

'dillercnces are pointed out, with the assertion that "these seem to increase

in number the more thoroughly and the more minutely the tissues are ex-

X)lored." P, 248-9. If this closer test shall contiiuie to be applied, it jn'ob-

ably may yet be believed that " All llesh is not the same flesh
; but there

if one kind of flesh of men, another flesh of beasts, another of fishes, and

another of birds," and that men may safely eat all the others.

Professor Wyville Thomson, in a late lecture in the University of Edin-

burgh, said : "Inuring the whole period of recorded human observation,

not one single instance of the change of one species into another has

been detected, and, singular to say, in successive geological formations,

-although new species are constantly appearing, and there is abundant

evidence of progressive change, no single case has as yet been observed

of one species passing through a series of inappreciable modifications into

another." "Xature," November, 0th, 1871.

And here I would ask to read the forcible statement of our Secretary,

Mr. Lesley, who adds his authority and force of logic to that of many

'eminent naturalists, and, I believe, nearly all the members of this Society

A. p. S, —VOL. XII.
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against tlie Darwinian theory : "If there has been a Darwinian develop-

-

ment of animal life upon the planet, then it looks as if it had been car-
ried out along four lines rather than one. Four stand-points of creative

energy must have been assumed ; four startings out of life must be ac---

countcd for ; four mysteries, four miracles, four beginnings of creation,

to be developed instead of one ! But where all is mystery and miraclOj

additions are hardly noticeable. It becomes Mr. Darwin's business, then,..

not only to suggest some plausible, rational mode by which one species

could gradually or suddenly pass the short interval which separates it -

from another; his explanation must suffice to bridge the awful chasms-
which have always kept these four great plans of structure separate,

along the lines of their development. He must show us how an animals

of radial growth could be developed into one of linear growth. Nay, he--

must fill up the immense interval between the plant and the animal ; and^

finally, the chasm between the atom of carbon or hydrogen, and the nu-

cleated cell of albumen or fibrin. He must explain the genius of life

itself, before he can make his law of natural selection stand for anything

more than a beautifully worded description of the ills that all flesh falls

heir to when it is born upon this planet. How it is born ux^on the planet

is another matter, and remains unexplained by his hypothesis. Wedo ~

not get rid of miracles by chasing them back along the ages to the start-

ing point, and concentrating them there. A line of battle is not neces--

sarily vanquished and annihilated when it is rolled up by an attack upon
its flank, when there is a reserved ft>rce at the other end." "Man's-

Origin and Destiny," p. 78.

There is, however, one sufficing explanation of the mystery and miracle

of life —it is this : that there is a God, and that man has an immortal-

soul ; that this life is but the beginning of an endless being. The good-

fruits of this faith is an argument of its truth ; and man has consciously

the sense wutliin him that the life eternal awaits liim ; and he already

here communes with Deity. Such a life and such a soul must have had.^

a Creator infinitely suj)erior to the being created.

It is a decisive objection to the theory of Darwin tbat it takes account

oidy of physical structure, while the greater disparity between man and

all other animate creatures consists in his high moral, intellectual, and

religious nature. Lyell cites, to sanction Quatrefages in saying, "that

man must form a kingd(mi by himself, if once w^e permit his moral and.

intellectual endowanents to have their due ^veight in classification."

" Anticxuity of Man," p. 495. "It is by something completely foreign to-

the mere animal, and belonging exclusively to man, that we must estab-

lish a separate kingdom for him," p. 494. Lyell also quotes to adopt the

Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr. Sumner, in saying, tliat the comparison

should not be taken from the upright form, nor even from the vague

term reason," "but from that power of progressive and improvable rea-

son which is man's peculiar endowmient." " Animals are born what they

are intended to remain. Nature has bestowed upon them a certain rank, and

limited the extent of their capacity by an impassable decree. Man, she-

f
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has empowered and obliged to Tjecome the artificer of his own rank in>

the scale of beings by the improvable gift of improvable reason."— lb.

496-7. And Lycll himself says, p. 498, "We cannot imagine this world

to be a place of trial and discipline for any of the inferior animals, nor

can any of them derive comfort and happiness from faith in a hereafter.

To man alone is given this belief, so consonant to his reason, and so con-

genial to the religious sentiments implanted by nature in his soul
;

a

doctrine which tends to raise him morally and intellectually hi the scale

of being, and the fruits of which are, tiierefore, most opposite in character-

to those which grow out of error and delusion."

The tendencies of the Authors now reviewed is the most unfriendly to

that religious faith on Avhich human welfare essentially depends
;

yet

it is believed that good will result from the divulgcnce of their tlieories
;

but it will be because of their failure ; because thoy will have compelled

men to re-examine their faith upon the platform of Science, and thereby

confirm their religion received by revelation. They will find in all truth

an accord showing its source one ; and in the constancy of nature the

truthfulness of God. They will find that He who created ever rules His

creation and compels it to obey His ordination. They will find that

only man was made in likeness unto God, and that he was made to have

dominion over all other living creatures. They will perceive that Science

can erect no barrier between manand his immortal hopes ;
that the being

of an immortal soul stands elevated above all other animated beings by a

distinction that makes him but "a little lower than the angels," and a

child of his '
' Father in Heaven " ; a Father who condescends to commune

with and be known of His children.

Stated Meeting, January 19, 1872.

Present 20 members.

Vice-President Mr. Praley in the cliair.

A letter of acknowledgment for Transactions XIV. 1. and

Proceedino-s, 84, 85, was received from the Bureau des Lon-

gitudes, dated Observatoire ISTationale de Paris, Dec. 1871.

Donations for the Library were received from the Observa-

tories and Royal Academy at Turin, Signor Denza, the Pevue

Politique, and M. A. P. Ilpvelaque, of Paris, the London Na-

ture, Pr. Preeke, of Dublin, the Montreal Natural History

Society, the editors of Old and New, and the American Chem-

ist, the College of Pharmacy, Franklin Institute and Acad-


